USING PREDICTION PRINCIPLES TO CONSTRUCT ORDERED CONTINUA STEPHEN WATSON
In this paper, we show that the elements of a 0 -sequence can be ordered lexicographically to produce an ordered continuum. An application of this idea answers a question of V. Malyhin and others: Is there a compact Hausdorff space in which no two points have equal character? We show that the consistency strength of the existence of such a space lies between that of an inaccessible and a Mahlo cardinal. We show that compactness is essential in this result by constructing, in ZFC, a σ-compact Hausdorff space in which no two points have equal character.
Let us begin with some definitions: DEFINITION 1 . {f a : a e E) is a <$ κ (Ey sequence (where E c K -{0} and f a : a -> 2) if, for each /: K -> 2, there is«e£ such that f a c /. This is not exactly the standard definition (we use the characteristic functions of subsets of K, we trap only once and do not require that E be stationary or even cofinal in K) but it is equivalent in most cases. The lexicographic ordering is not well defined because their domains are not equal. We need to subtract some f a s which are "not needed". Let us fix this idea. DEFINITION 2. {/ α : a e E] is a minimal <0> K (i?)-sequenceif, whenever F c E and {f a : a e F} is a O κ (F)-sequence, F must equal E.
This seems like a strong condition but it is not. We can subtract the / α 's which are not needed.
Proof. The idea is to inductively subtract any f a compatible with f β when β < α. That is, a e F iff, for each /? e a Π F 9 f β U f a is not a function. {f a : a e F) is a <O lc (F)-sequence since, for each f:κ-+2 there is a minimal a G E such that / Γ a = f a . By the construction of F and the Proof. We show that < is Dedekind-complete. That is, we show that for each W c E such that a^W, β^E-W implies f a <f β , there is η e E such that, a e W impies f a <f η and such that a e E -W implies f η<fa' Define f:κ^>2 recursively by /(γ) = 1 iff there is a e IF such that / β Γ γ = / Γ γ and / β (γ) = 1. This / is "between" {f a : a e ΪF} and {/ α : a ^ E -W). Since {/ α : α e £} is a <>-sequence, there is η G£ such that / 3 f η . The space ^(0) ma Y not be connected but it is dense-in-itself when E consists of limit ordinals and that is what we need to make it connected.
is a minimal ζ) κ (E)~sequence andE is a set of limit ordinals, then X(ζ}) is dense-in-itself. To prove Lemma 3, one must essentially prove that the character of each point f a in X(ζ})
is determined by its index:
E) is a minimal ζ} κ (E)-sequence and a e E is a limit ordinal, then χ(f a9 X(O))
= c^a - and / β f β *« = g (/8 . β) Γ β*a=f a [ β*a while / β (i8 * a) = g (/l . β) (i8 * α) Φ f a (β * a) = 1 so that /,</ β . /^ Γ i8 * α β /«Γ β*a=f δ ΐ β*a while /,(£ * α) = f δ (β * α) = 0 and / δ Γ δ -((β*a) + 1) = 1 implies ^<l/ δ . Lemma 3 enables us to make X(<0) connected. LEMMA 
If (X, <) is a compact ordered space which is dense-in-itself then letting an equivalence relation ~ on X be defined by x ~ y if there is no z G Xsuch that x < z < y, (X/~ , <) is a continuum.
The basic theorem can be proved now. THEOREM 
// there is a cardinal K and a set of regular infinite cardinals E c K such that ζ) κ {E) holds, then there is a ordered continuum with no two points of equal character.
Proof. If 0 is a <O κ (£')-sequence, then Lemma 1 implies that we may assume <0 is minimal. Lemmas 2 and 3 implies that X(O) i s compact and dense-in-itself. Lemma 4 implies that the character of a point is the regular infinite cardinal by which it is indexed. Lemma 5 produces an ordered continuum JΓ(<0)/~ in which the character of an equivalence class is the maximum of the characters of its elements (since equivalence classes are finite), and the theorem is proved.
A partial converse can be proved. Proof. The definition of a Mahlo cardinal is a regular cardinal K which has a stationary subset E of regular infinite cardinals. Under V = L, whenever K is a regular cardinal and E is a stationary subset of K then 0*(£) holds (see p. 181 of [2] Proof. Let K be the least cardinal such that there is a set of infinite cardinals E c K and a <O κ (£)-sequence {/«: « ^ E). If K is a successor, then K is not minimal. If /c is a singular limit, then K is also not minimal but an argument is needed.
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Let C be a closed unbounded set of order-type cf(/c). Let D be the set of limit points of C. Any cardinal in D has cofinality less than cf(κ); thus D Π E c cf(κ). Let F = D -cf(/c); thus £ΠF= 0. If αGί 1 , whenever possible, let a~ be the greatest element of FU {0} which is smaller than a. For each α G F, by minimality, there is g a : ({yGκ; α~< γ < a}) -» 2 which does not contain any / γ f γ-« whenever a~< y < a.
Let A: K -» 2 contain each g α . A does not contain any / γ whenever yGf.
We demonstrate that compactness is an essential condition in these results by proving We need a set-theoretic lemma. Proof. Induction on a < ω v Let κ Q = ω. Let κ a+ι = N Kα . Let κ a = sup{ κ β : β < a) when a is a limit. Let K = K .
We need to construct a tree LEMMA 7. TTzere w an infinitely branching tree (Γ, <) of height ω such that (letting t* = {/' e Γ: t r > t and level t' = feϋe/ί -hi}; the immediate successors oft) t, t f e ΓαwJr # r r zmp/z^ |/*| # |ί'*|.
Proof. Construct the tree on K of Lemma 6 by induction on level. If level n has been constructed, let T n be the set of nodes at height less than «, let S n be the set of nodes at height «, let A be the set of cardinals less than K.
We carry an induction hypothesis that \A -{\t*\: t e T n }\ = K and find an injection IT: S n -* A -{\t*\: t e T n ).
Define t e S Λ to have τr(ί)-many immediate successors.
Proof of Theorem 3. Topologize the tree of Lemma 7 by letting a neighborhood of t e Γ be defined in each i 7 G [ί *] < ω by L^ (ί) = {s e Γ: (1) 5 > / and (2) w G F implies ^ ψ u). T n is a compact subset of T and so T is σ-compact.
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The corollary to Theorem 2 was independently obtained by Peg Daniels. The author thanks the referee for many useful comments on the proof of Theorem 2 and the corollary to Theorem 2.
